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The Science & Ingredients Behind ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™: 
Discover how our breakthrough supplement can benefit you 

 

 Ingredients 
 
We have researched and tested each pure and safe ingredient carefully           
blended in the ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ supplement. You are probably aware          
that nursing mothers transfer immune information – how to fight specific           
bacteria and viruses – to their babies through their colostrum, or first milk. In              
a similar way, ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ provides your body with “transfer          
factors” and other vital immune signals that it may lack, thereby providing            
powerful immune support. 

“The immune system is one of the most complex systems in the human body. 
Its multiple functions include: quickly recognizing threats; reacting, to destroy 

them; remembering for improved future responses; then resting so energy can 
be re-directed for whole-soul vitality. In order to accomplish effective immune 

system defense, the myriad of immune cells require basic as well as 
specialized support. Basic support involves the vitamins, minerals, proteins, 

carbohydrates, and fats that all cells need.  Specialized support includes 
transfer factors and phytonutrients, such as certain mushroom components 
and yeast beta glucans, that have been proven to interact with the immune 

system. ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ is formulated to provide basic and specialized 
support to the immune system.  Each individual component, and their reaction 

with other components in the formula, has been included in the proper 
amounts to support and maximize the overall benefit to the immune system.”* 

-Dr. Hennen 
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KEY INGREDIENTS IN ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™  
 

 
 
ImmuneAdapt™ Blend: 
ImmunAdapt™ is a blend of natural components mimicking the immune          
adaptations given to babies through their mother’s milk. Since a mother’s           
colostrum is essentially a one-time gift, ImmunAdapt represents an important          
breakthrough in enabling continued immune support through all stages of life.           
Transfer factors, the blend’s main ingredients, are named for their ability to            
transfer immunological information from animal donors with robust immune         
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systems to humans. Cows, for instance, are intimately connected to their           
environment and can survive in harsh, unsanitary conditions thanks to a           
heroic immune system. By transferring immunological information from a         
cow’s immune system, we may continue to train our immune systems, just as             
a mother’s milk trains that of her infant. In addition to transfer factors, all              
mammalian mothers provide their offspring with conditioning molecules called         
proline-rich polypeptides, which we have added to this powerful blend.          
ImmunAdapt also includes fucoidan, a product of brown seaweeds, with          
similar composition, structure and function to certain molecules in human          
colostrum. The final ingredients are thymus factors. The thymus is the           
immune system’s master gland, its function determining much of our immune           
effectiveness. T-cells, the “generals” of our immune system’s army, get their           
advanced training in the thymus. Adding thymus factors is, therefore, a vital            
part of this synergistic blend, as it helps support the proper maintenance and             
functioning of the thymus, as it ages.* 
 
Synbiotic Blend: 
Advances in sanitation have greatly improved our survival. On the other hand,            
increased separation from the natural environment has taken a toll. The           
Hygiene Hypothesis states that excessive separation from nature causes         
some modern immunological weaknesses. While few would wish to go back to            
the “dirty old days,” most would benefit, nevertheless, from restoring important           
casualties of our separation: beneficial probiotics. The Synbiotic Blend         
contains prebiotic and probiotic ingredients shown to help maintain a healthy           
variety of probiotics in the system, thus achieving a balance in the gut that              
allows the gut barrier to function properly and keep our insides clean.* 
 
PhytoActivation™ Blend: 
Some immune functions are so critical to survival that they are coded directly             
into our DNA. These are our innate immune functions. As with our other             
innate abilities, innate immunity must be exercised to be fit for its protective             
tasks. We selected components for this blend from plant materials with both            
ancient/traditional usage and modern scientific validation of their ability to          
mildly stimulate innate immune cells, keeping them vigorous and vigilant.          
These sentinel cells of the innate immune system initiate a rapid response            
that can quash some threats altogether and, in more serious cases, buy time             
to get the rest of the immune army ready for the fight.* 
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ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ is manufactured in the United States in compliance          
with the “Good Manufacturing Practices” of the Food and Drug Administration.  
 

 Wellness 

DON’T LET ILLNESS GET YOU DOWN 
Dr. Hennen formulated ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ especially for preppers,        
survivalists, and those who can’t afford to be anything less than at the top of their                
game.  

 

“Our bodies are naturally programmed to 
keep us well.  In this latest transfer factor 
supplement, I have made great strides in 

the product’s ability to support the immune 
system.  Healthy immune systems quickly 
recognize threats; react, to destroy them; 
remember for improved future responses, 
then rest so energy can be re-directed for 

whole-soul vitality.*” 

-Dr. Hennen 
 

 

 Vitality 
 
WHERE DOES ALL YOUR ENERGY GO? 
Your body uses energy according to a specific order of functions. When your             
energy is available for more than just survival and grinding through routines,            
life can be a lot more fun! ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ helps your immune system             
to use energy more efficiently in the Survive and Live functions, so you have              
more energy for thriving! 
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“While most people wouldn’t 
associate immunity with mental 

clarity, a healthy immune system 
more effectively defends against 
outside threats – giving the mind 

and body energy to thrive.” 

-Dr. Hennen 

 

 Protection 
 
PROTECTING THOSE YOU LOVE 
Once you experience its immune-boosting power, you won’t want the people           
you care about most to be without ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™. 
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“The unique combination of ingredients in 
ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ offered Kim’s 

immune system the materials it needed to 
function, the tools for processing those 
materials, and the intelligence to work 
effectively and efficiently. This support 
allowed her immune system to more 

effectively do what it was designed to do: 
quickly recognize threats; react, to destroy 

them; remember for improved future 
responses; then rest so energy can be 

redirected for whole-soul vitality.”* 

                                                       -Dr. Hennen 
 

 Safety 
 
NATURAL AND GENTLE 
Like a mother’s milk, ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ naturally strengthens the immune          
system, without the risks and side effects of a drug. 

“Each of the ingredients in ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ has been extensively 
studied for its proper use, safety, and benefit to the immune system.  In a 

number of cases, ingredients have been combined and their interaction has 
been studied in detail as well – which is often overlooked by researchers 

because it is complex to do. ZOMBIE IMMUNITY™ is designed so that the 
amount of individual ingredients avoids any toxicity associated with excessive 
dosing without sacrificing the formula’s overall effect to support the immune 

system.”* 

-Dr. Hennen 
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